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My enjiorinnrfl in growing whoHt lio
befo limit-iuiff tly to winter whont. In
tbo fírut piuca, I would be very thorough
Íq tha proparation of tha soil, rs tiie
nioet psnontil thing in growing whf8t is
to have' the Boil thoroughly pulvprizod
ml Mt tte ime time to Uy c!me and
firm beneath the urfaoe. When it ia
popsible to do the work I would mucb
jirofor f,i!l plowing, the deoper the
better, v.a the action of the frost bringa
ttit oi! into much better conditioa than
Citu be done by any amount of cultivation
in the ipriojf. If spring plowing is nec-- f
nry, 1 would plosr shallow, not to
eii:nd si inches, for if the aubeoil ia
thrown up in spring the land ia very apt
to be cloddy and rouh - a condition to bo
guarded against at all times. Land that
was well plowed and cultivated in com
the previous year ia in good condition
for wheat if orne implement is used for
Covering that will give the surface a
good working Unless the noil is firm
bud clobd Lernealh. the surface tha young
plants will stool very little and the yield
be materially lenined. After plowing
tha ground I harrow from two to four
times with a drag harrow, thsrj run a
four horse ievoler over until the ground
ia aa level and smooth as possible, then
sow or drill in the seed, It should be
well "blue etoned" for spring wheat. If
own broadcast Le.it 100 pounds to the
acre should be planted, if a drill is used
75 or 80 pounds will be sufficient. Drill
inj; is much better, for various reaBon
At'er broad casting I cover with a (It'.;
bat row, which does the work completely
and at the sama tima leaves the noil in
the best possible condition. After disc
ing or drilling I run tha levelor over
again with outweights. A good roller
w ill do the work aa well or better. The
seed should be eovered about two inches.
Observation and experience Muring
the past two years has convinced tne
that it is Dot best to sow too early in
spring not earlier than the last week in
Wa-cborne wheat that came under
tn y notice was badly frozen in March
ami failed to make much of a crop. My
method of irrigation has always been
flooding corrugating may be preferable
for uplands. I have always turned the
water on a bood as the seed was sown,
bo ns to get the seed all up at one time
and get the ground eettlsd. At the firet
irrigation I ru the wmít over as quickly (J
fi. i i consequent water-- i
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after the machine cuts them. I usually set
them two and two, as many as can be
conveniently carried together, and they
will dry mucb quicker than if aet in
shock. As soon as tbe bundles
tareround
dry in tbe center at the band the
wheat is ready to stack and should be
gotten in as soon as possible Tbe grain
should go through the sweat in the
stack, wbiah will take from three to six
weekB, according to tbe condition it is
iu when stacked.
As to varieties, I am acquainted with
only a few Diehl Mediterranean, Red
Winter Fife and Ruby for winter wheats
and Defiance and Saskatchewan Fife for
is a
spring sowing. The
very pretty white wheat of superior
milling qualities and a heavy yielder,
but shells viry easily while handling.
The Red Winter Fife is a hard red
wheat, very hardy and much sought
after by the larger flouring mills. It is
pounds
not a heavy yielder, twenty-tirbeing a good crop. It does nut shatter at
all ia handling and is very heavy, mine
testing this year 64 pounds per ton as it
came from the machine. Ruby did not
prove hardy with me tbe punt season; it
soeais to do better as a spring wheat, but
c t extra well. Defiance ia the beet
apring wheat I bave taken any notice of,
Leint; a fcuod yiulder. It dou Uot Waste
bad at handling and baa good milling
qualities. The Saskatchewan Fife isa
hard red spring wheat of the appearance
of llm LI. W, F . bi d a f..ir jii lds r,
I bave prepared the following tiures
from a memorandum of the cost of grow
ing twelve acres of winter wheat tbe
pant year:
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Farmington, New Mexico.
time since, and the animal may Recitiitin'li)ii.r
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turn up in this section. The horse Music
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is an iron gray, branded with a Kocitatlon
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combination Wli. The same trinity
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of thieves held up Lazarus' store in
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Will practice in all Court of the Territory.
By Vlv,
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Durango some weeks ago.
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Antee, Now Mexico.
The String Band
While it may not be possible to Musio
apprehend them, their career is be- Local tnlet.5 wili .r.te.
Ffirc in two act,
C. PERKINS.
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coming a menace to public safety
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Boys' Clothing. Complete line of Boots and Shoes,
Underwear, Furnishings, lite. Courteous treatment,
low prices.
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Strong Presentation of New Mexico's Claim for Statehood Made
by Governor Ottro's Annual Report Just Issued.

The annual report of Governor Otero
to the secretary of the interior was made
public by the department Saturday
Tbe press synopsis states that the governor estimates the population of the
territory at 2S5,000. and makes an urgent
appeal for statehood: lie Bays:
"I most earnestly renew the recommendation in my last report with reference to the early admission of New
Mexico. The reasons given at that time
for admission are stronger now by reason of increased population, wealth and
intelligence. Since that time bur as
sessed value for taxation has increased
and it ic now more than f 40.000,000, and
constantly growing, while the poputa-tiiii- i,
csuM 'i by initiiit;r j'ion, ia a!it
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Hon. Pedro iUucbox, supvrviaor of tbe est, for Adams is tbe brightest
T..U)
ceusus for New Mexico, hat addreaawd a and parar her in Iba went. Tim lulo
$ i:.' : i
of the book is, "Breezy Western Verso."
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Hi .5 circular letter to tbe territorial papers
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auking their aseierante in informing tbe
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H 40
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public as ti the importance of aiding
A thrilling war story, by Conan Doyle,
the taking bf tbe cenaue. lie says in ia one of the features ot the December
F.'otlce to Taxpayers.
part: "Tbe director of the census
Ii. Stucktoa,
Cosmopolitan.
Frank
me to communicate with you and Maarteu Maarteiis, Olive Scbreiner and
will save
Those owlag taxes for
ank of you to pubiibh in your col urns Edgar Saltus aleo bave stories and
penalty by prompt payment. A penalty
every week, if poaaiblu, from now on sketches in the Christmas nuaiber.
1
iS'.rj
of per cent on
taxes accrues JanOla
uary 1 and an additional 5 per cent on until June 1, 1000, information and Nethersole contributes a very interesting
suggestion
coDcemiug tbe twelfth sketch of her personal experiences in her
February 1.
ceiiBua, which, we all deere, eboul ) be etlorts to succeed on tbe bIurb. Life ha.
C. II. McIIcPRY, Treasurer.
As no ene not been all emiBhine for Miss Nether-eol- n.
as perfect as posaible.
greater benefits than editors
receives
place battling
Mhe niaue be.
W. S. Taylor, tbe Republican candifrom reliable statiutics, tbe director is of againtit tremendous odds, and tel's how
date, was Hworn in aa tbe feoveruer of
tbe opiuion tbat be is justly calling upon she succeeded in away tbat is at once
Keutucky Tuesday, tbe board of election
tbetu for tbe peculiar and great hulp interesting and inspiring.
having doeidud iu bis
coinaiituiiouers
which can coiue from no otaer source.
favor.
Tbe iioRj )e to fcuve the attention of the
W. II. Williams guaraotees every butpeoplu to continually called to tbe
De!'()"ite I'erea'e statehood bill revarious inquires which tbe euhedula will tle of Cliamberliu'B Cough Leiiiudy and
cently introduced in cougreas, provnli
fur holding a constitutional convention, contain that they may be fully prepared will refund tbe money to any one who ia
the delegates to lie elected on the eighth totnetter tbem oik tlu arrival v! tbo not aatiiitied aflrr lining two third of
Tuesday lifter the paHeaye of tbe act ceiiHue enumerator and agenta in June." tbe con tunta. Thie ia tbe beat remedy
in the world for la grippe, coughs, tulda,
aud to BiBiHuMu on tbe f.'tb Tuesday
.
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Pain Balm n ocin a wide repuon i f Richmond,
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Spot cash our motto and prions as low aa any.
A full assortment of Fruit Boxes a'.wuya on Hand.

Durango, Colo.t
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The Donver Ti mea Alma cac will conon our war with
tain a special
Spain, including a full account of all the
troubles in tbe Philippines to date. It
AND
will also contain history ot England's
war ia tbe Transvaal. Another imporWAGON
tant item is the fact that tbe year 1809
haa been tbe most prosperous one of
The great amoent of new Main Street, Opp, Thk Index Office,
this century.
enterprises which have been taken hold
Aztec, N. M.
ot and the full value of each of these
enterprises to the commercial world are
all treated of in this almanac. Besides
this, the current events, weather reports
and everything that can be found useful
for tbe office, farm and household, with
a special write up of Colorado and the
Western country, showing the political
status, resources in agriculture and mining. It is just the book you need,
frico 25 cents postpaid, (tooks will be
delivered about the tiret of January.
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various fraternal societies, the varieus
church organizations, are in charge ot
refined, eultnred men, and are well represented. Next to the schools, the American immigrant inquires concerning the
churth facilities. All tbe leading denominations are represented in the territory, the towns being vraced with
handsome edifices, whore attractive sermons are delivered by able and educated ministers, and where
choirs add the pleasing enticement of
music to the GoRpel's tender eutreati'-s"The manifold resources of New Mexico command notice from tbe home seeker
and the immigrant, among other reasons
because it will be years before tbo
territory of New Mvxico will produce
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bintory, while her mines of copper and broader fiold in which to toil, and where
gold are being developed in a manner bis remuneration will be more munificent
never before known. More capital has than tbe central and eastern states
been invested in their development dur- allotv.
"Tbe mineral wealth of the territory
ing the past year than previously.
and
the surrounding states puts a higher
"For fifty years tbe territory has been
asking for this recognition granted by premio tn on agriculture than is poesiblo
Illinois, Indiana or Ohio. It is only
solemn treaty stipulations. As long ago in
as 1850 New Mexico adopted a state con- ia recent years that the manufacture
of flour commenced io Colorado, and
stitution and elected a governor and
has sincit partly supplied the demand in
two United States senators, and its adNew Mexico. Previous te tbat the supby the
mission was only prevented
ply was drawn from tbe east, 200 car
adoption ef the celebrated compromise
loads
coning to Las Vegas in a single
measures of tbat year. Twenty years
year, and to other towns in like proporafterward it held a constitutional contion. Every day in the year now trains
vention which tormulated a most adroll into the territory from tbe east laden
mirable conatitution.
with tbe products of other states which
"In 1876a bill to admit it to statehood can be made or grown within our terpasted both houses of congress and ritory. There is actual need within the
failed to become a law. In 1839 there territory foi 20,000.000 pounds of flour
was a constitutional convention lasting annually,
nearly a month, composed of men of the
"The era of advancement having set
highest character and ability, and their in, only needs to be pursued a few
labor resulted ia the presentation of a years, when the industry of California
constitution which I bave no hesitation will be repeated, and New Mexico will
in saying was the Weet formulation in be shipping
fruit to Europe. Now is tbs
the United States. Copies were laid be- time for a etart for many a young farmfore both houses of congress and sev- er from tbe older sections of tbe Union
eral LUU were introduced for its admis- which bave failud to give reward for
sion; s i since tbat time each session
If he will head for the valleys
of coHgresa has soon bills introduced by
of New Mexico, where new districts are
members of both political parties for being but under irrigating canals by
of New Mexico as a state, heavily capitalized companies, he will
the
which baa bo tar failed, and for which bo convinced, after investigation, tbat a
failure no good reaaon has been given.
sure road to wealth, independence and
"Tbe material prosperity of tbe ter- health wili have been entered
pon
ritory of New Mexico ia not more mark- when he concludes to cant his fortune
ed than is its moral advancement. The with the coming etate of Now Mexico '
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PROFESSIONAL.

theatrical en- irtertainiiient f r ''.
io of raining
stock having been taken a few at a funds to buy
r
echool bouse
time from the range near Fort will be given be
,:,.r, at Lobato
Lewis. It is alleged they drove bull in Azler itur. v
December
them to Wcstwater and disposed of 2.'. A progra i'
uouminI excellence
them to Thurland & Hatch, of the has been pre
t!i.o attending
Indian trading store. When Sheriff run (to houit" f
' r pve
ii irv.
Dodson arrived there a couple of
'
In addition
object for
weeks ago no cattle were in sight which the afT
' n up in one
that
and the thieves, if they had ever appeale f tror
resi.lent of
been there, had disappeared. The Aztec and vie
'',.' for the chno!
owners Aspaas and Dale have hoiiisn are bu ' 1. "), mid do more
been working on the case ever since laudable met'
t
can be
and Tuesday they came into Aztec
.:
for rai.
t,...
iry funds.
and swore out warrants against ICd.
;,.,
cents, child-re- o
The admix.
Thurland and Joe Hatch for receiv'
15 cent, ;
to

GOVERNOR IN THE GAME.
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The continued depredations of a
trio of thieves, hold-up- s
and
bad men, operating in
Southwestern Colorado and Northwestern New Mexico, have aroused
the authorities and extra efforts are
In ing made for their apprehension.
The parties wanted are
Fred Taylor, alias Frank Baker,
about 30 or 35 years old, short,
heavy set, dark complexion, both
middle fingers off right hand.
Mitchel or Kd Young, alias Fred
Green, height about six feet, slim
build, light complexion, about 22
years old.
F,d. Hopkins, height 5 feet 10J2
inches, sandy complexion, 25 years
old, weight 170 pounds.
The Cattlemen's Protective Association of I Plata county, through
Sheriff Airy, has offered a reward
of $150 for the arresit and detention
of the three, nd larger amounts
will soon be offered by the authorities.
The members ot this gang have
been tireless in petty crime and are
growing bolder with each attempt.
Their last escapade was the theft of
twenty-twhead of cattle from
Hans Aspaas and Joe Dale, the
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They wihI, bo
school free or rhnrg".
side of tho plain above
taught reading nnd wr'tlng ami sich
.' 'i, marking the rookeries of
other accompli li:ner,U us ere ordinar!ng only forty gallons. The hide re- ill tii'-- and tracks of slaughter of
ily taught In primary schools; they
sembles that of the land elephant in the f,.rs," says the report. Sperl-nieiiwould nNo bo tnitubt, to pick t.i,, arid
c(
a
0;.ü to Be Killed i a Quarter
hb-color, and Is rovered with deep cara
were preserved on board
thus earn to help buy them foa end
one-hafrom the head to
of bis tli o challenger were found to have
clothing. This offer was f;ivorr,lly relength. The skin and skeleton are only a. greenish 8'iime in their stomachs
upon, so that Dr. f hep-r- d
ceived and
to
Hay Be
still here. I Intend to give the Smith- and I of. Moseley says that tho sea
list, of scholars, from
goodly
a
has
to
low
not
confined
Is
preparation
States
gardens
United
tho
In
Tta
sonian Institution the first refusal."
do not feed during the breedhla
pickers in nu obers
draws
be
which
wet,
but
seemingly
grounds
or
those
re now an accomplished fact, for,
The trunk of this queer animal is ing seiwm, hut live on their fat, gradmany experiments, it has been it Is applliMl to high and rolling lands. as required.
after
What Is the first specimen of the flippers a little forward and draw- found only on the male. It is about ually coming thinner and thinner. mply demonstrated that tea can be In order to prevent the rapid flow of
ROMANCE
truo yea elephant to bo killed In ing his body forward, somewhat a foot long and Is a loose tubular sac The J'v. A. E. Eaton, On hla visit to grown at a profit. The department of rainfall from the surface and washing
saw
twenty-fiv- e
years has just been bagged like a snail, he wnc making for of skin Just above the nostrils. Nat- Kergulan island, frequently
inquiry of the soli. It Is now recognized that Concealed In a Bl"(r rtnnghfj In x Olrl
agriculture
careful
mads
has
bay.
on the Falkland islands. Its conquer-o- r the water. A rope was then passed uralists differ ns to the food on which young sea elephants !n Swain's
and examination Into this industry, as draining, in connection with deep cul
t'nrloMty h9,
photographed the rare beast, and the
proved by Dr. C. U. Shepard on his tivation, secures a more ample and
New
Times Democrat i "I
Orleans
I
a reproducpicture wlih this article
Inehurst plantation In South Carolina, lasting supply of moisture in dry picked up thl3 ring in a Royal itreet
continuous
maintains
and
the
times,
tion of it. These huge and strange
can
tea
be
and new believes that
a visitor from New
shop,"
ea beasts once were extraordinarily
grown at a fair profit in re
of the growth of vegetation during even se- curio to some said
the other evenfriends
York
exempliis
well
droughts.
vero
plentiful In the South Pacific, but
g
This
states. From these
.s he
forefinger
ing,
his
extending
rollon
pracand rolcntles hunting has
successful experiments it also believes fied in these tea gardens, those
spoke and exhibiting an antique gold
color
showing
ing
grounds
a
tically exterminated them and they alverdant
years
flftc-be
will
within
there
that
red stonB, not
ready are among the rarest of beasts.
hundreds of tea' plantations scattered of leaf equally with those on lowor and hooop, set with a veined
"You think
Inch
across.
an
over
richer-lookin- g
half
spots.
conversation
This
The sea elephant I much lartrer than
through the cotton belt.
moisture is further enhnnced by a It is rather ugly, I suppose," he con
of
the sea lion and pets his name on acThe
estate
these
where
of
Pinehurst,
'
Hi
...
J- count of the curious proboscis, which
experimenta have been made, comprises careful system of surface culture, tinued, "and so do I, but while examwhich prevents In a great degree the lnlng it at the shop I happened to no- resemble an elephant's trunk in everyabout seven hundred acres. The surthing except In length. The man who
face throughout Is gently undulating,
killed this monster is Jumes Smith of
and the soil mainly a sandy loam. In
Stanley in the port of Stanley in the
some of the lower parts It is composed
islands. He describes the successful
of a certain amount of peaty matter,
hunt as follows:
but these portions are confined to small
"Tho animal now is very scarce, this
areas. The domain is well supplied
being, I believe, the only grown one
with belts and groups of natural tree
K'
growth, among which the southern, or
that has been killed on the island in
twenty-liv- e
years. One was seen on
paluslrU)
pine (pluus
the north co.i.-- l about a year ago, but
abounds. It should be understood that
in all
countries the plan
it has not been seen or heard of since.
While hunting sea lions on a Binall
tatlons are called tea gardens. Whether
island about fourteen miles southeast
the area under cultivation Is one acre
of Stanley, a few months ago, I killed
or 1,000 acres, it is recognized as a gar
what I thought were two seals. They
den, and in all features of the Industry
.
MONSU-iiTHE FALKLAND ISLANDS'
were about seven feet long and looked
this appellation Is employed.
peculiar. Now I know that they were
Dr. Shepard has tea gardens planted
;v:i,rf',,.:
young sea elephants. The fellow that over his head, and fastened to a rock the animal iives, Some say that It is
examples are uniformly
o different sites. This is for the pur
'"V
l'own, others are pale, blotched pose of experiment with varied asI killed first appeared about one hunto prevent his getting away. On be. herbivorous, like the manatee, while
dred yards east of the settlement. ing lanced behind the fore flippers the others believe that it feeds on mol-lus- v.Hh '.larker gray," he said. "They pects and varied conditions. Some of
,VV
and crustácea, like the walrus. usual V lie Just above the beach, sep the gardens are producing, others are
Later he hauled up on the beach and blood
ran freely, but the animal
flopped around above high-watmark. pressed his flipper several times In the case of the one described herd, arate ,V !" hol'ows, where they are set out with young plants and others
i
"He made no attempt to leave the against the wound and stopped tho the stomach was empty, with the ex- sl,el!'.f'd from the wind. They take are in the experiment stage. The first
'"
Vi w
experiments were such failures that
beach until he had been disturbed sev- bleeding until the flipper was forced ception of many marine worms. - While parttcilar delight in covering them
1'
'IH.
eral times by my tapping him on the from his side. At a low estimate there it is believed possible that herds of selves with great quantities of sand Dr. Shepard thought seriously of aban
'V
trunk. At first he only opened his were 300 gallons of blood. The length sea elephants may still exist on some molu ;' ied by the sea water, which doning the work. The plants were
tip
Is
paws
by
of
ships,
extent;
not
the
the
end
over
visited
io
island
latterly
it they
trunk
he from the
that
them with their
not hardy enough for this climate,
mouth to the full
-S'
e JA
raised himself on his four flippers and of the hinder flippers was 17 feet 8 is certain that the beasts have desert- till tis y are entirely enveloped in it. Seeds of a hardier variety were seswung hla afterpart round, thus turninches; the skin, when spread, meas- ed all their old haunts. Thus they In th e circumstances it is easy to cured and later experiments were suc
ing his head "toward the water; ured IS feet by 12 feet. He was in low have disappeared from the island of
i? them for so many enormous cessful. One of the Pinehurst gardens
THE TEA GARDENS AND THE YOU THFUL PICKERS.
Is producing an average of five ounces
after this, by placing his fore condition as regards blubber, there be- - Tristan da Cunha almost entirely.
of tea to the plant, which equals the
Ceylon and Indian average, and Is evaporation of moisture from the up- tice that the setting was inordinately
Biandiird of right and wrong, and Judge doublo that of the Chinese and Japper stratum of soil. Thus a gain of thick, and I bought the thing "on sustM.tc accordingly; to measure the en
anese plants. A prominent tea grower moisture equivalent to a fall of ten or picion,' as the saying goes. When I
Jiym.t of others by our own; to ex of Ceylon, who visited Pinehurst, pro- fifteen Inches of rain Is secured.
got outside I put my kutfeblade to the
pect Uniformity of opinion in this nounced the tea grown hijre equal to
This, although largely a step in over- edge of the little band around the
Isthmus of Panama. We have already world j to look for Judgment and ex any in the world. One attraction for coming the lack of moisture, has had stone and this Is what happened see!"
a naval station upon it, and have set pericnio In youth; to endeavor to mold visitors to the Pinehurst gardens Is the attention of the department of ag- The dull red setting opened like a Ud,
aside a large territory on the Bay of all !l; Positions alike; to look for per the foliage, which is a deep, velvety riculture and from experiments made disclosing a tiny portrait of a woman,
- ,
San Juan for a navy yard. As a sta- fection in our own actions; to worry green.
in irrigation by Elwood Mead, expert the smallest and moát perfect miniation of this kind it is important that ours':.t3 and others with what can
One of the first problems to be solved in charge of such experiments, has ture any of the admiring group had,'
the island should be essentially Amer- not lie remedied; not to yield In im in promoting this Industry was that of been further enhanced. Conducted on ever seen. The face was strangel''
ican in all of Its Interest. Its people mater .il matters; not to alleviate all growing tea In a district which has a the scale of Dr. Shepard's experiments, sweet and pensive; it was that of
should be made American as far as tl.íi t n;eda alleviation as far as lies In yearly rainfall of fifty-si- x
Inches, while the tea gardens net a profit of ten woman apparently about 25 years old,
our ptwer; not to make allowances Asiatic authorities claim that it should cents per pound, or about $40 an acre and the arrangement of the hair, as
are
pocket
heart,
head
concerned.
and
given
the
they
have
very
one
and
thing
is
the
evident,
rations
for
There
heart and pocket will go some- for th infirmities of others; to con not be less than eighty to one hundred may be realized.
well as what could be seen of the dress,
that is that Americana should handle prisoners, whereas. It is known that The
tea districts
indicated a period somewhere in the
relating
to
the
all public funds and hold the chief the rations thus itemized have cost what together, but the head will have siuer fverytning impossible that we Inches. Some of the best
considerations
In
all
Before cannot perform; to believe only what have one hundred and twenty inches of profitable culture of tea in this country forties. On the edge of the setting
offices of triiot for some years to come each 15 cents or less. School teachers to be a matter of education.
found
have been allowed to charge certain we can make the Porto Ricans Ameri- our Pf'Q minds can grasp; to expect yearly rainfall. Again, it wastemperin Porto Rico, writes Frank G. Carthe labor question la another dominant were some curious angular marks, but
that authorities agree that the
penter. The Porto IUeans have been classes of pupils, and they have, as a cans in our sense of the word we have to belable to understand everything
It has seemed impracticable to whether they were Intended for a name
last and greatest mistake of ature should never be lower than 40 factor.
educated according to Spanish Ideas of usual thing, sublet their living rooms, got to give them our language and And
compete
with the cheap labor of Ori- cr a date nobody could determino. "I
v. :w a it, 4Jt
making, in some cases, an much out ideas. They must be tauRht English. nil is i'i live for time alone, when any degrees Fahrenheit, for although the ental peoples, and while some of the first thout;
honor and financial responsibility.
plant can survive zero, yet the best process of manufacture have been reotype," ;
owrer of the r!r
They have beeu tansht that every jub- of their rent as their salaries. The The only way way to do this will be n '.H ,!t may launch us into eternity.
production is obtained from plants
t
iv.
J
ii
ile oiücial can Ve bribed and can be normal school st San Juan, which has through the next generation, aui that
ua
of "but clos
mchliv&9,
o
t
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r :n e' 'icl or which
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in
bribes.
discrimination
eJ
them
requiring
leaves,
the
durper
may
expected
cannot
be
degrees
15
Ricans
cent of the J'orlo
hurst
not a nuuaal b iiixil in our ei:e or
in en boa? :'..
JiViic IT'- v. J r;
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Zoo
Igth Knte Gives Soma Valuable ing winter. In regard to moisture, the selection, has to be done by tand. At ry. You
and sold. Judges and Justices are si.111 the word, has seventeen professors, read and write. They are densely
old Btjbí, w ;. ''
costs
are
about
tinted,
the
after
estimate,
it
lowest
the
Vulnter. of Thll Diaoiue.
profitable production of tea depends
a year norant, and having been so oppressed
considered opm to pur liase, and the who have been drawing
is
pound
white. It,
black
and
one
rest
in
pick
of
to
more
the
eight
times
Nearly one fourth of the deaths principally upon rainfall or the prescourts cannot be respe ted as jong as from the government, and the host of by the Spaniards they have an ana wonderfully fine piece of
the prices
than
Carolina
in
South
tea
an
soil.
With
In
everything
Spanish,
the
to
tipathy
and
moisture
of
ence
among the animals at the British Zooat the capital
natives are at the head of them. It is government officials
the same service in Asia. This work, and that there is a romance
have, until lately, been doing little from now on will naturally lean to- logical, Gardens lust winter were due ample supply of water, the plants are paid formost
so with the other native ofilcials. Nearserious consideration that connected with it goes without saying.
is
the
ly every one of them expects to charge more than fleece the people and draw ward everything American. These 90 to tuberculosis. This is nearly doublo maintained in constant vigor, and the presents itself to the tea growers.
Look at the hoop how It Is worn. The
unproceeds
per
manufacture
working
of
operation
cent
classes.
the
The
form
pubdepartment
of
doing
average,
it their salaries. The
the human
for doing bis duty when the
and confirms the
Dr. Shepard soon found himself face miniature must have been painted
period
during
whole
the
10
ownper
interruptedly
property
are
cent
the
other
rapidly growing belief that the disbenefits anyone out of whom he can lic works has been costing Porto Rico
ers and the governing class. They are ease is emphatically one of confine of active growth. In districts favored to face with this problem. His tea more than half a century ago, and I
Spanish in feeling and education, and ment and overcrowding, for this so- with sufficient heat and rains the plants gardens not being of sufficient area to dare say this woman is sleeping now
it is they who wish to keep the Span- ciety's superb menagerie is very mucn
ish language in the schools. I think rrampel for room. The difference in
this is a mistake. The Spanish lan- the distribution of the disease
guage and literature are the key to the various classes of animals between
at the
Spanish thought and ideas, the very Zoo are marked. Reptiles of all
torts
things we want to get rid of. Nothing are almost exempt, probably
because
but English should be taught, and the tubercle bacillus cannot live at the
English should be made the language low temperature of
their bodtoj, alof the people Just as soon as possible. though two or three suspi :ious cases
If Spanish were kept out of the schools were found in tortoises and pythons.
this would be accomplished in a very Animals suffer nearly 50 per cent more
few years. The young Porto Ricans severely than
birds. But the roost
would become Americüs In spirit and striking difference is
that between the
ideas; they would probably be the meat-eateand vegetable feeders
most intensely patriotic of our people. Among vegetarians
(monkeys, ante'0
lopes, deer and kangaroos) it causes
Dark Light.
In Science Francaise M. Le Bon 26 per cent of all deaths; among meat
shows how, by the aid of a petroleum caters (Hons, wolves,- small cats, civets) barely 3 per cent. Among grain-eatin- g
""birds
l,
(pheasants,
grouse, ostrlehs) tubercle is responsible for 30 per cent of all deaths.
Among flesh esters (eagles, vultures,
owls, crows) 11 per cent. Comment la
superfluous. An open-ai- r
life and a
'
meat diet are clearly the best protection against consumption.
is í
THE DISTRIBUTION OF "PONG,
ETC.
Kot Earthquakes of Terror.
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One of the results of the rapid
; I,
r- squeeze money. Tho notaries public,
r
growth of seismology is the suggestion
:
for instance, bo managed their offices
of Dr. Mario Baratta that provision
in times past that many of them made
should he made by insurance against
as much as $10,(mi0 a year. Gen. Kendamage to buildings caused by earthnedy tells of one who made more than
quakes i!i certain countries. He shows
50,000 per annum, ami says he heard
V
that since the beginning of the sevenAccording
of some who made more.
teenth century less than forty earthup
to law, the notaries have to draw
quakes have been responsible for the
papers. They charge
all real
death of more than 150,000 persons in
not only for their services, but also
Italy afone. Moreover, to take but one
"f
)!,l!IMll)llte.
a percentage on the amount of the
example, the great loss of life during
will
sales. Having made a deed, they
íl'íii (i Í!!1
the Ischlan earthquake of 1883 was due
,,
not deliver the original to the purto the fact that the buildings had alchaser, but make him pay for a cerready been damaged by the earthtified copy. They then hand the orquakes of 1S28 and 1881. Dr. Baratta
who
recorder,
over
the
to
iginal deed
points out soma of the conditions that
A NATIVE TORTO
RICAN FUNERAL.
charges for entering it, but who will
must determine the amount of prenot let anyone look at the entry, but
THE TEA LEAF IN PROCES3 OV CURING.
mium that should be demanded by Inwill charge for telling whether it is In salaries alone $08,000 in Porto Rlcan lamp, It is possible to render objects surance societies. The most important
there and J'it what It la. Fees of this currency, the courts and department visible, even though concealed by is the doRreo of seismlclty of the disin one of the old cemeteries here in
of Justice have been receiving $160,000, opaque coverings in fact, to realize the
furnish from fifteen to twenty pickings employ a constant force, in the gatherkind are common in all such transactrict, but this would be modified by vearlv. In some parts of China the ing of the first flush, he would obtain town. I would give a good deal to
tions. A recent transfer of real estate and other things in proportion. The marvels of the X rays by a simple ap- others, such as the nature
of the surpriests up to the beginning of the paratus.
plants are picked four times only. Of any week all the pickers required, but know the history of this trinket, but It
cost the purchaser over $2.000 for noA lamp gives off two sorts face rocks and the
charaeUr of the eourse something depends upon the when the next flush became due he seems to be lost hopelessly lost."
tarial and recorder fees. Another American occupation were paid out of of light. One is clear and luminous. buildings.
soil.
If it Is poor, the growths will be would find hla former pickers scattered
traubftr, the amount of which was the government treasury, annually re- The other is
and invislimited compared to what will bo real- and unobtainable just when most needonly $2,000, cot-- t in fees alone over ceiving $:2,0D0 from that source, and ible, which he terms dark light, and
KuuUn Naval llatltfet.
this notwithstanding
they charged which, like the X rays, is capable of
Moth and the Flume.
ized if it Is rich, although tho rainfall ed. In this way his operations were so
$.".uO.
The recorders charge proporDispatches announce that the Rus-ala- n
Moths fly against the candi flame may be the sama In both cases. The embarrassed as to entail loss, for It
tionate fees for ail kiiuls of work, one such tljih fees for marriages that piercing opaque substances. Accordnaval credit for 1S00 will be
recently demanding more than $2,0u0 many people were unable to afford the ing to M. Lo Ron, there are really no because their eyes can bear only a condition of the soil Is specially Im- is all important to pick leaves when
rubles, 'this is a substanla
of
tlielr
which
best
at
rain,
condition,
ceremony.
a
of
will.
is
portant
where
lack
small
there
amount
until
llKht.
fact,
thereof
Vhen,
In
for recording a
opaque bodies; all substances are trans,
over last year, when the
tial
Incienso
develop
They
rapidly
support
duration.
short
govI
will
soil
am
as
fore,
they
richest
surprised at the hazy ideas parent;
come within the light of the
then the
I'ccle Sam took pot nesslun at the
but our being blind to the
beyond tho requisite tenderness, after outlay was 67,000,000, but it ia merely
ernment it Is doubtful whether there which many hold as to our possenslon lumlere nolle, or dark light, we fall to candle, their sight Is overpowered and tho best growth.
part of the general plan adopted two
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Government Industry in South Carolina
a Bio Success.
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GOOD AMERICANS WANTED.

The Porto Ricans Aust Be Taught Our
Language.
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The Queer Antics of Americas Most Eccentric
Millionaire.
Thomas Mapeo

a most remarkable

la

a millionaire and

one. Ho Is known
In Can Francisco and In Its surroundu
ing districts far and wide. The
Is that ho has a hobbya hobby
of exercise, that he Indulges la a most
unusual way, particularly for a millionaire. He la a sexagenarian, but
his 60th birthday will find him aa
rea-Bo-

sprightly and active as a man of 20
and as able to endure physical stresses
and hardships, too.
Every day of his life he takes some
outdoor exercise, writes a correspondent from 'Frisco. In the warmest day
of summer and the coldest day of winter It la the same. To be sure, the extremes are rarely reached In the California climate, but they are sufficiently marked to make his feats remarkable. On a raw cold day In winter he
will swim from San Francisco to Goat
island, a distance of five miles, or he
t,
will row to Oakland,
or
walk to Point Bonita lighthouse, a distance of eighteen miles. These are but
three of his fads. He has others
equally as hardy and difficult and surprising, but none seem strange to him.
In fact, he Is an athletic eccentric.
It Is part of his gospel of life, and he
would as soon think of missing his
daily exercise aa he would think of living day by day and not nourishing his
body with food. For twenty-flv- e
years
lie has practiced his gospel, and most
of the time he has preached it to young
men.
His wealth makes hia fad more
strange. There are few millionaires,
Indeed, that reach the sixtL-lmilestone In life with their physical
strength Intact. The eagerness of
their quests for wealth has usually
made them a prey to some deadly ailment. If not this, gout has been Induced by some continuous dissipation.
If not this, Idleness has weakened the
muscles and sinews until they refuse
to do more than the sparsest amount
of work. He Is writhing In the clutches
equl-distan-

h

protection had typhoid fever.and
he found time to visit him every day.
He has buried men, women and chll-dre- d
who died in destitute
circumstances, and has even gone to their
funerals, giving assistance to undertakers and proving an angel of mercy.
Ho paid the rent of many a poor widow
tmtii her son was old enough to go to
work nnd supported a girl's family
until she had learned a trade. Many
a boy now in the school and doing well
would have been running wild in the
streets torlay If Mr. Magro hadn't taken
an interest in him and aroused his ambition.
Your correspondent has many a
time followed him in his charities and
talked with him in his office. There
he has told mo of his life out of doors.
We traveled on snowshoes fourteen
miles up hill on one occasion and
made twenty-seve- n
miles over snow no
deep again that we were on a level
with the Intervening
house
chimneys. We walked hundreds of
miles in the many times we have
tramped together. We rowed the waters of the bay everywhere in all weathersthrough fog and rain, in sunlight,
moonlight and against the boisterous
winds. For these are the places where
Millionaire Magee has gained his muscle, his perfect health and fine color,
and he described them from his desk
chair with the enthusiasm born of
love.
"Why, I feel as if I owned the Sierras
in winter, and the bay, because nobody
else wants .them," he said.
"Every
years I have
winter for twenty-fiv- e
gone to the Sierras and spent many
delightful hours in those grand, snowy
Over in Norway what a
solitudes.
country that is! I have
climbed mountains
and
found eight different
gr-e'- s

two-stor-

y

"Physical exercise is a
glorious thing. And such

features receive prises accordingly as
they can present in greatest perfection
as regards, type, size, beauty and olfactory power. The best ordered and
most conclusive competition of this
kind was held recently at Milan. The
whole proceeding was controlled by a
committee, and the examinations were
conducted in a "Nnsoteca" furnished
with drawings and water colors of
beads well provided with noses such as
would have gladdened the artistic
sense of a Cyrano. The competitors
numbered thirty-six- ,
but only twenty-thre- e
appeared before the examiners,
won by a Venetian, Fortunato Mtchle-lutt- i,
a vender of matches, whose nose
was found to be of "formidable proportions, long, well pronounced, aggressive, trenchant, like a knife blade."
The second prize fell to Antonio Fozzi,
possessed of a nose "domineering, assuming, with nostrils wide and cavernous." The award for this waa a medal
in enamel, while the third prize, a silver medal of the first order, waa adjudged to Carlo Aseant for the reíined,
symmetrical proportions of his nasal
feature.
HARD WORKED WINE BOTTLES.
Thine That Have Held Champeen Used
Over and Over.
A visitor to the "",'. York state wine
district said tha,
champagne bot
tie cannot be made in America. A
member of one of the leading New York
firms of bottle manufacturers
said,
when asked what he thought of thla
statement: "For ourselves, we don't
try to make champagne bottles; beer
bottles are more In our line. But I
don't believe champagne bottles can be
successfully made anywhere in this
country.
A
champagne
bottle Is expected to be or
a certain
green color and a certain
tapering form, of course,
and we get the color pretty

MAN,

A

ferry, Rs It may best be called, consists of two tall ato,. towers, one on
either batik of the Koine, across which
are flirotelied welve strong p.teel cables. These enbleg re 160 feet above
the surface of the river, so that the
tallest ships can pass under without
interference. Directly under these cables is built a platform carrying four
courses of rails, on which in turn support the actual ferry platform. On
this platform foot passengers and even
loaded teams are transported across the
stream by electric power. Loads of
fifty tons Rre taken at a single trip.
Rouen Is a city of 200,000 people.
HAT WAS NOT SUCCESSFUL.
The Owan Tried to Economiza, with
Tearful Results.
This Is a plafn, unvarnished story of
a lady who trimmed her own hat. She
was endeavoring to economize and conceived the bril iant Idea that by purchasing the trimmings and the frame
she could construct a hat that would
be quite as hideous as the ordinary or
extraordinary 'creation and at much
less cost. So she made a dozen or more
trips downtown, and finally had gathered together a trunkful of bits of ribbon, steel buckies, gauze, flower?, birds,
fiber chamois, bolts, rivets, barbed
wire, varnish, bicycle cement, jalvan-lze- d
iron, lineista walton and ill the
singular ingredients of a woman's hat,
together with a fearful and wonderful frame that looked much like a wire
waste basket after a tug of war with a
steam engine. Then she haunted the
display windows and changed her mind
something li!ir-- a thousand times regarding the irmnner in which she
would trim tlmt hat. She sewed on
and ripped off ihe birds so often that
they looked r.imh bedraggled and were,
Indeed, very sa? looking birds, but she
In ahsembllng the hat
finally succeed
and then, as alio was going on a visit
to her mother end sisters, wno lived
In a small city she wore the magnificent creation, " calculating that they
would go Into convulsions over her
hat And they did. After they had
kissed her several times and assured
her of their undying love, her mother,
who is a wise) woman, with a keen
sense of the proprieties, bade the elder
of the unmarried sisters ring for the
1
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FAIR SEX.
Ilrltiah Ortlcer, However, Mot Particularly
Impressed hj Ku?lltfh Women.
"Queer how race types Impress a
stranger," said one of the English army
officers now at the St. Charles hotel.
"Almost all Americana, for Instance,
have an idea of the typical English
girl. Isn't that true?" "Yes," said the
listener, "and they are certainly the
liainlsoineftt creatures in the world."
"I am pleaded to hear you say it," replied the officer, "but I, myself, never
saw a typical English girl. Oh, yes, I
have lived In England all right
enough," he continued; "In fact, I have
spent most of my life there, but I have
never been able to discover any distinguishing traits about our women I
traits they possess in common,
liut when I get in a foreign country
I see the race type plainly enough. To
Int) Americun women have
llkemr-Hjust us iiennail women and
I would
I "if in It women, and I
know tliom almost as far as I could see
them, II. tí; in Ni'W OiI.müs I find a
ari;.!i( !i ii; the nation, tl Mjitf of t.Htl-t- y
that Is very Miiki!.,.', but at the
American,
r'ui C ti'aO It l.i il.'m-t!A DM
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an appetite as one gets in
the Sierra altitudes after a
journey
on
snowshoes!
Why, a meal of hardtack
and tea, corned beef, bread
and cold tomatoes taaf.es
finer than the best that
Delmonico In New York
could do for a hungry
man.- - One week in the
Sierras in winter is worth
any two months in
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the Yukon on a raft.
As a
.e. hopper.
nearly, but we cannot got carriage.
ft
glad to see my
"I
that brilliancy in the glass dear daughter,' '.,!
aid, "that I must
which you find in a French buy her sotne't lr
c
Now, you drive
bottle, combined with suf- down to the n,'::
ry store and buy
ficient strength." Another her the prettiest hat. there before any
the of her friends see her." And after tho
manufacturer
took
view that th" 'joestion of economical daughter had departed for
ability to equal the French the millinery oio.-- the remaining
bottle with bottles made of members of the family fell upon tha
floor and screamed with laughter, for
American sand is immaterial, because the supply of they knew a good thing when they
second-han- d
champagne saw it, even if they did lWe in a Jay
bottles is fully equal to the town.
MAGEE
demand. From these two
statements
it appears that the
Irish Fishermen Indignant.
growers of American champagne
The appearance recently of American
in
California,
New
and fishing boats belonging to
York
the mackerel
Ohio must be content with bottles that fleet in Irish waters
has, according to a
have already done service In bringing dispatch from Dublin, created
much inthe wine of ithelms to tbU country. A dignation among the Irish fishermen
bottle dealer, whose warehouse is In and fish exporters, who complain that
Twenty-fift- h
street, near Eleventh ave- the Americans enter into an unfair
nue, says that this is undoubtedly the competition with them.
The Americase.
"This firm," he said, "Is the cana, it la asserted, use nets with a
largest firm of bottle dealers In the mesli smaller than that of the Irish
United States. We ship, even In slack fishermen, which catch and destroy
times, from three to- four car loads of great quantities of immature mackerel,
second-han- d
champagne bottles
a and even use sling neta, which are'
The appearance
week. A car load is from 250 to 300 prohibited at home.
gross." This means, of course, about of American fishermen in Irish waters
is attributed to the failure of the mack150,000 bottles a week, or 7,500,000 bottles a year. The destination of this erel catch in hyme waters, which has
mighty army of bottles? Some of the dropped. It is said, from 400,000 bárrela
bottles find their way to California, but a year to less than 40,noo, and this reit was gathered that much of the bot- sult, It is asserted, has ben largely due
tling was done In New York. And the to the ue of the small mesh nets. The
much more interesting fact was elicited local supply of mackerel is made up by
that a large number of bottles which means of importations from Ireland
coma to America as champagne bottles and Norway, Iceland alone supplying
degenerate to the base uses of beer. something like 30,000 barrels, and now,
This is one re.sult of the war with because of the tariff duty, it pays betSpain and the occupation of Cuba. Beer ter to go across and catch the fish than
to buy and Import them.
is now largely exported to Cuba In
bottles. New York
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THOMAS

Gardening is excellent exercise. I
like to keep my muscles in condition
by exercising a crosscut saw on my
place in Fruitvale. Swimming is splendid, too, but I would advise no one to
remain long in the water if it is cold.
I frequently row, pulling against wind
and tide to Increase the work.but when
a man is trained to it, it keeps him in
fine trim.
"It was this kind of 'training that
helped me out of a dire position in
Alaska once when I was there on a
pleasure trip. My son and I pulled a
boat twenty-si- x
foet long
with a ton of supplies 500 miles on the
lakes and rivers to Dawson, in icy
head winds and heavy rains. That is
where I lost the use of the tips of my
fingers, and they are not quite right
yet.
"I know that if all boys and girls
were taught the great opportunities for
physical development that are theirs,
there would be far leas wickedness
among them, for with their better
health would come better morals, to
say nothing of the pasty sklna that' are
the result of bad air.wnlnco pie and
cake, eaten instead of roast beef and
potatoes."

-

Italian Noses.
How the RWer Ml lit Be Opened.
In Italy the formation of the nose is
Navigators and others who complain
considered one of the most important
that the swinging bridges over the rivof physiological details. There is a er serloualy interfere
with navigation
"cult of the noses" in some sections, may find a suggestion in
the substitute
and this finds expression in "nose com- for bridges which
petitions," in which the owners of the adopted at Rouen, has recently been
France. The new
The man who did most to make the
English type well known was
pi t
Du Maurier, and he was a
Frenchman. Had he been native born
he wouldn't have seen anything to
draw." New Orleans

It

Harones de Hlrsch'c WilL
will be remembered that at

the

death of Baroness do Illrsch there were
various conflicting statements as to
the value of the property she left Her
will, the provisions of which were
lately published In the London Times,
appears to have disposed of about
760,000.
She left to various charities
about 113.500,000.
The other half of
har estate went to her three adopted
children, two sons and a daughter, the
sons to receive eventually about
each and the daughter about
12,200,000.
T,vo million dollars or
more were left in legacies to individuals. To the home for working fc!r!a
in Now York she left MOO.OOO, and
to the Haron do Htr.ch Fund
In Now York, and $120,000 for tho
liaron de Kirsch Fund in Montreal.

Laos r Knglish Waifs.
A novel departure with regard to the

care of workhouse children has been
made by the Hackney board of guardians at Ilomerton and has Just received the official approval of the local
government board, says the London
Standard. Instead of placing the unfortunate little ones in a huge barrack
school or running any rinks of board-lu- g
out, the children's committee have
established small cottage homes, each
to accommodate about fifteen to twenty boys or glrla, who are carefully
claasliled and are in charge of kindly
foster-parentThe little folks are not
permitted to come into contact with
th older workhouse inmates, nor do
they wear a uniform dres3, but are
clad with as much taste and diversity
as possible. Moreover, they are sent
to the board schools in the neighborhood, where they benefit by asaocia-tlo- n
with other children. Em-- house
for tho boys is named after some
n
man, u.s Cordon or Ciudütone,
and for the girls after some fumóos
women, as Queen Victoria or Florence
Nightingale.
s.

The Bittern.
The bittern is a solitary bird belonging to the crane tribe. Standing erect,
it measures nearly four feet in height
It lias a smooth, black head, and a
white throat, titrcaked with red and
block. It is found in many parta of Europe, Asia and America. The bittern
lies hidden during the day, and at
ulfeht fi eds upon froKa and llth, small
birds, and even Quadrupeds.
It frequently rises to a great height la the
em .n f In liftWMll.
Wireless
air, and maltes a loud m reaiiilii,? nolwe.
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Wireless
It Is te.rlbly fierce, and wheu attacked
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ITEMS OF INTEREST FOfl MAID '3
AND MATRONS.
Oee ef the Latest Rtrlee A IXdnty
Ronse Kobe The Common Men end
the Ideal Wire Comfort 1st Bed
Osr Cooking KobonL

I Have Loved Ton 8a.
I hnve loved you so then long
yearn pnut.
With all the pasxlon of my ardent

Bweet.

Éfii

y ou I h

That o'er our Uvea a lovely alamor east;
I staked my honor on your ceaaelesa
And

truth.

now, with dreamy

ml

I

wonderment

The r.linirlns; tenderness of lona; asrn.
The gentle aympnthy, the answering kls
And I have loved you o.
Dear, for one hour, ona

IIU1

hour

We two muBt face the weary length of
yea ra
That loom before us, bare of alt
And heralded by bitter, heart-draw- n
tears.
Are we to break the
chain
That hold us once so closely In Ita
keep;
Or wl!l the sharpness of our present pain
He lulled by patience to a fitful sleepT
Dear, In you hands I leave our after
fate.
With but one prayer for all the old
love's sake;
If you should answer. It Is all too late
To dream a dead
should
affection
awake,
Bpeak without bitterness. Around us He
The tender memories of long ago
That witness mournfully our lust good

b- y-

And I have loved you so.

Comfort In Bed.
We spend
d
of our llveg In
bed, and yet beds are not made a supremo or even a very Important consideration In the equipment of most
homes. The fact is strangely unaccountable. Anne of Austria told her
friend Cardinal Maiarln that her Idea
of future punishment was to be put
between linen sheets. So would say
one-thir-

many if questioned

test against linen

at least the

pro-

would be long and

In winter it borders upon retorture; in summer It In fal'ly

loud.
fined

A

comfortable, but not sufficiently so to
Justify Its expenslveness. Nice cotton
sheets, made long enough to tuck generously, are the senslblo thing, and
good enough for the most fastidious.
Sheets should measure at least two and
three-quartyards. This will make
the sheet long enough to tuck It well
In at the foot and give enough at the
top to turn back and prevent the
blankets from coming In contact with
the face and hands. Why will people
make sheets too short T It Is one of
those sins of domestic management
which encourages male humanity to
profanity and women to hysteria. Did
any woman ever save $10 In a lifetime
by ñortenlng her s'neetsT If she did,
her family. If normal, have taken it
out of her nerves. In providing beds
for a family one should guard against
misfits. If husband, son or brother in
6 feet 8, let him be spared at home the
discomfort he is sure to suffer abroad
in the accommodating of ais superfluous inches. He is entitled to the privilege of stretching out. The length of
a bud Xor a.n o. dixit should tx ae leea
than six feet six Inches.
er

Swimming five miles
on a wintry day.
of s e terrible physical demon, who
ex ai
from him the fullest score for
Hure to meet the obligations of
IS i lure.
In what a contrast Thomas Magee
stands. He is a man of contradictions,
however. He is a philanthropist, and
nobody would suspect it. He never
says a word about his deeds of charity.
He is closer than the bark on a tree
when he is dealing with business men,
exacts every farthing due him, and
never likes to make public subscriptions to charitable enterprises.
He doesn't care a rap for public opinion.
And so, conducting his affairs
on the strictest, most economical business principles, the world looks upon
him aa a shrewd, just but not generous
man, whose fortune is estimated anywhere from one to two millions, and
who is not giving any of those millions
away. If people knew all they would
be surprised.
He has pensioners whose sole support he has been for years. Many a
time when he is away from his desk
during office hours, and the dozen men
who are waiting to see him imagine
he is closing a big deal out, he has been
visiting some destitute case or other in
the poorest quarter of the city, listening to a tale of woe or helping to bury
a pauper. There Is only one thing
that Thomas Magee takes more pleasure in than making money and climbing mountains. It Is making some deserving unfortunate happy.
He is a religious man and takes a
keen interest in a mission he started
in a poor district. He always is ready
to help lila pensioners. Once, when a
message was brought- to him that a
young man who was in his mission
class had been taken sick, he hurried
out of his office and down to the
wretched tenement where the poor fellow's people lived. It was a case of
pneumonia and there was no saving
tlm, but a doctor was sent for and
everything possible done to make the
e!ek lad's last days easy.
Another lad who was under Mr. Ma- -

DAINTY

The Common Hts and the Ideal Wife.
A wife's position in the estimation
of her husband is always what she Is
not what she claim to be. Men soon

Dainty House Kobe to be Made of Fine French Flannel.

brotdered in one corner la very dainty
and effective.
As the majority
of
women never adopt startling novoltlea
in pockethandkerchlefs any more than
they pen notes on brilliant purple or
bright red note paper, these fanciful
scraps of lawn and hemstitching will
probably be given over to the schoolgirl. The plain white kerchiefs are a3
daintily simple as usual, edged with
lace, hemstitched,
and embroidered
with small patterns or with a dainty
convent-worke- d
monogram.
Perfume Hags for Clothing.
The excessive use of cologne Is an
abomination anl by refined people considered a sure sign of vulgarity; but
besides the delicious odor of cleanliness a suspicion of some perfume, faint
but lasting, Is a part of woman's toilet.
Many women sew sachet begs In their
bodices, sew them around the clothes
hooks, and sew them in their corsets,
as well as distributing them everywhere In trunks and drapers, and the
last has been found the best way. A
large mat sachet may fit tha bottom of
each drawer, with tiny ones scattered
all about.- - It Is also a pretty conceit
for oue to select a certain extract and
use It alone. Very many women by
experimenting with various perfumes
have discovered combinations which
they use continually. One such has
great merit claimed for It by Us discoverer. The Ingredients are: One
ounce each of cloves, nutmeg and
tonga beans, with three ounces of orris
root, all very finally powdered and
thoroughly well mixed. Put this Into
bags of thin china silk and lay among
the clothing.

forget what they have said themselves,
but their memories are singularly retentive of what their wives have said
of them. Only a woman of Ignoble
nature fosters her husband's weaknesses; a true wife always "bold him
up to his best"; without flattery she
makes him feel that she is his fondest
admirer. "Before no slightest revelation of the godlike does man ever
stand Irreverent," says Carlyle least
of all when he sees It In the woman
One of the Latest Styles.
of his heart and home. More men are
Dull red face cloth with decorative
made better by women than by the
Renaissance lace over a
church. Men are grateful for forbear- strappings.
ance In their wives. For often while light shade of blue panne velvet In
asserting most loudly that they are neck. Chiffon scar and bow under
right, they are frequently conscious
that they are wrong. Given a little
t
time and a little silence they will often
show In actions rarely In words that
they have been mistaken. A man expects his wife to be better than he. No
matter how little religion a man may
have himself, his ideal wife is always
a woman with the purity of soul that
only a Christian can have; and to a
good man it is usually port of his
religion to believe that his wife la
morally higher and nobler than himself. No man likes his wife to be his
mere echo, but there are times when
he wants to be agreed with, when It
seems sweet and soothing and sympathetic to feel that his Judgment guides
her, and that Bhe accepts his estimate
of men and things. He will be the
more ready to think with her upon
other occasions.

V

In the Blck Room.
Speak in low, cheerful but perfectly
distinct tones. If there is anything to chin. Turban shape. Black velvet
be tald which the invalid must not crown. Black and pale blue velvet
hear, go outside of tho room to say it, folds over brim. Inverted quills caught
for there la nothing which so irritates by two shades of blue satin.
the sick person as whispering. A
whimper is more penetrating than a
The Way to Handle China.
full tone, and It rasps every nerv. Do
Good china that has gilding upon it
not speak in a loud tone, nor talk about
should not be rubbed, as it Is liable to
the medicine, the disease or the food. remove the tracery. It only requires
Never tell anything of an exciting na- to be rinsed In warm water, then In
ture, and avoid all reference to what is
It should be left to drain dry.
annoying or unpleasant. If there is cold.
occasionally
Very
rub this china gently
a Jar In the domestic machinery, never
finely powdered whiting
let It come to her eárs. It will surely with a little
and a soft wash leather. Good dessert

trouble her and retard her recovery.
It Is of the utmost importance that all
family troubles or vexations be rigidly
excluded from the sick room, and that
It be pervaded at all times by an atmosphere of cheerful and restful poace.
Tbo one special qualification needed to
ret on in the sick room is tact. With
llils allied - patience and geLtlencss,
the duties of nurse will be much
t-

plates, tea plates and saucers should
be put away In the china cupboard,
protected by circles of paper placed between each. This preterves the glaze
or painting front scratches. It should
be noled that the china cupboard Is
thoroughly dry, as dampness simiu tarnishes the gliding on fine china or
crockery.
nume lluiibtthiild It lata.

Nww MHiidkeirrhlefs.
Email monograms, embroidered In
colored linen thread, ornament
the
coiners of the new handkerchiefs. The

heniKl üched border Is quila narrow
and s Hiietl mes It is of pink, blue, lilac
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color by soaking it In a strong solution of salt and water, taking it out
after a few minutes' immersion and
hanging to dry in tho open air.
To clean sponges thoroughly dissolve
a handful of coarse snlt In a pint of
water. Soak and knead the sponges
in this mixture for some little time;
then rinse under a water faucet, and
they will be as good as new.
OUR COOKING SCHOOL.
Fruit Tapioca.
Soak six tablespoonfuls of pearl tapioca over night with enough cold water
to cover It. In the morning add one
and one-hapints of boiling water to
the tapioca and let it simmer very
slowly uLtll the tapioca Is quite clear
and not at all tough. Take one pound
of tart fruit and add to tho tapioca
with sugar to sweeten to taste and
cfpk a few minutes, till the fruit is
done.
u:m cold wüu s'.irir n.-cream. It is delicious mteja w".u
orangeg mid cherries, lf

Mix with one pint of fiour, after it is
sifted, three heaping teaspoonfuls ot
baking powder; stir into this the yolks
of three eggs, and a little salt. Then
gradually stir In one full pint of cold
water and lastly add the whites of the
three eggs beaten to a stiff froth. Bake
in deep muffin cups, which must be
greased and very hot before the mixture is poured in. Only half fill them,
as the muffins will rise a great deal.
Eat as soon as baked.
Potato Pudding.
Rub through a sieve six large, cold,
boiled potatoes; beat well four eggs,
and stir Into one pint of milk; then
stir In the potatoes with sucar and- seasoning to taste, mine in a but- tered pudding dish one-hahour, To
be eaten hot with butter.
lf

Making It Easy for Him.
"Have you a sister?" asked Miss
Willing of her brother's college chum.
"Alas! no," he replied. "But I've
often longed for the soothing influence
of a sister's love."
"How sad," she said. "Dut, fortu-satel- y,
you may be able to secure a
ubstitute."
"And what ii that?" asked the young
man.
"The love of some other fellow's sinter," replied the artful maid.
Her Extensive Calling I.liU
Mrs. Suddenrlch Did you write

to

the Town Talk Printing company tor
specimens of their lates-- t visiting
cards?
Daughter Yes, ma; an' they Just
sent 'cm 'bout a hundred of 'em, ail
sorts and kinds.
What names are on 'em?
Names of all the big bugs In the
city.
Put 'tin on the parlor table. S?ni.y
Etorles.
filie Uuosscd Wrtinir.
to propose;
Mr. Elowgait (about
time, 11 p. in.) I am going to bay
something, Miss Chlllingtor), that I
should have said some time ago. Iook
Into my eyes and tell ma If you cannot guess what it is.
(nuppresblng a
Miss Chilllngton
yawn) You look as sleepy as I feel,
go 1 suppose you are going to say good

night.

Stray Etorlc.

II lj Needs.
The girl had Jtit ex pressed her iü- tention of reining to be married.
"Well," said her employer, bilu !y,
"If the young tiiau needs a typewi iter
worse than 1 do, I suppose it's til

rli'ht."

"Ho doesn't," the leolleil, Jmi'i ny.
"but he needs a bou e!.ie.er v
:,!
than you do a typewi iter."
Post.
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Felt Shoe, LpcbIdh and Oattera.
The lartceat ami liewt line or Ritli-foKooua la Durando will be fuunil
at the

er

LOCAL

Sheriff Dodnon made a trip to West- water and vicinity this week on legal
busincBS.

Shoe Store
thP8tookiNEV

H. H. r.iiniin of La I'lBta was in town
Saturday.
J. II. Earlo was over from La Piala
Wednesday.
Slippers, chinaware and Xruaa cards
at Brewer's,
A. Woodward of Farmingtoo was in
town this week.
J.K. P. Pipkin of Fruitland was on
our streets Monday.
Oranges, nuts, tiKS, dates and layer
rjmins at Brewer's.
J. M. Randall'B business house is rapidly Hearing completion.
Dolls, toys and three piece table seta
for the little folks at Brewer's.
Burr Knickerbocker is reported considerably better at this w riting.
Cough remedies that have stood the
tost for years at the Drug Store.
The stationery department of the Drug
Store is more complete than ever.
Geo. K. Griffin and Joe Hatch were up
from the lower valley Wednesday.
The pacing trotting race takes pluce
in Aztec next Wednesday, the 20th.
Mr. Kahn, representing a liquor houso
of St. Joseph, Mo., is in tho county this
week.

Rio Grande

All

LARGELY

andl'p-to-Pat-

Kliss

Bessie Timberlake and Val.
Finch were married last Wednesday at
Uloomtield.

".

It. run on a
Onr Imaim-nmrtntlv cauri IjhhIh and Prices are

Joe Dale of La Plata and I tans Aepans
rlKlit.
of Fort Lewis were guests of the Home
hotel Tuesday night.
Miss Bertha Brewer has returned from
the mountains to spend tho holidays
with her folkB in Aztec.
DURANGO, COLO
Make your w ife a present of one of
-- O t'f '. elegant rarvinH uta tin iUa u.t ttv
A.tec Hardware store,
a Fred Lenf"tstey
went out to the
utore on the reservation WedA. L.
&
nesday to take an invoice of stock.
W. S. Dal tun Epent sovni nl days in
Wholemtle and Retail
vestigating the iuhi'Hb of the new placer
3col;s, Stationery ana Periodicals, diggiugd on the San uuan this week.
Christian J. Snyder made final proof
fcjcbonl SupiiUr. Maniifurtnror ruifrctiintry.
All grado of lt.Mikti Utfd in New Mexico
Probato Clerk SafTurd Saturday
before
cl.noiH knpt in t.Kk
on his homestead eluiin near Largo.
DURANGO,
COLO.
Dr. J. J. Kik has rented the Pinyan
place near Aztec for the winter and
inlu potmebtiioii with his family.
The Baker boys returned this week
THE NEW
from the Mancos, the snow having
caused a partial shut down of the miiia
INTER-OGEA- N
there.
Baptist services will tie held by Elder
J. S. Henry at Center Point Saturday ut
7 p. m., aud at Aztec Sunday at 11 a. m.
a
t) aandK. 7 p. tu.
kj DÍ RilNGG, COLO.
F. Spinner, the Largo merchant,
a visit Sunday ai d
A
V made the county-seawas duly surprised at the improvements
g Nc.vly furnished. Ktrvice
equal to any hotel in
jv
A observable.
When you need anything ia the jew.
elry line, watches, clocks, etc., go to
Zeller in Durango. See his oiler in
CHAS. FLECK, Prop.
another column.
A Our farmers should read S. E. Koontz's
2 pur lu .
KtiUttn
W
Opp. LiHi
excellent article on wheat growing,
printed in this issue. There's money in
wheat in this county.
Frank Phelpa and family returned
I
...
v."! y
V:.. . from Pugosa Junction this week, and
Mr, Pbclpe has again taken possesion
of the Jarvitt hotel.
lThree degrees abovr zero is the coldest
record obtained at the experimental station thus far this w inter. Tnat wan registered two weeks hgo.
A delegation
of Farmii.gton folks,
among whom were John W. Brown, K. S.
Whitehead and Ueurge Uriilin, came i.p
from Farmingtoii today.
L2U. W. McCoy thib week purchased tho
dwelling hoime and lot in A'.lec owned
í
W1 IVi."
b) A. E. Brown, located between the
,l
potitoffice and Tiik I.nokx building.
.i "'11 r '
i
Preparations for the entertainment to
- I Ll Vi E TO
bo given a week from Saturday for the
benefit of the school are actively under
GCLOAADO
way and a large patronage is asxured.
The report last week to the ehVct that
a Mr. Caufman hud purchased the
saloon was slightly premature, he
having failed to comply with his con-
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For the holiday travel the I). & II. (1
railroad offers an open rato of one standard fare between stations in Colorado.
Tickets to be on fule Derember Ü'M,
2!h, .th, ;(Hh and .list, IWiO, and
January 1st, 10(10. Final limit to return
January 2, 1!)00. Going passage to begin
on date of sale. Continuous pies age in
each direction.
W. II. Williams guarantees every bot
tie of Ciiainberlin'B Cough Kemedy and
will refund the money to any one win. is
not satistied after using two thirds of
tho contents. This is the befit remedy
in the world for la grippe, coughs, coldn.
croup and whooping cough and W pleasant and safe to take. It prevents any
tendency of a cold to result in pneu-

Santa CIuiib a aliuut üuo.
Choeminy Chrintniiis! W'hw!
licata everything how bu.únenfl kcoji
up.
Villrr.iin han a nobby Iímb of h ilrl

- Pbkhidknt.
KIMKM.L,
SI K M l.it, Vies I'Kf Hii.r.MT.
- CaaiiiKK.
IiKAKE,

.

1.1, IS'.lO.

Smo.wm.

CASH CAP1TM,. full mld. $75.000
a rnernl Imnklnif b'ia'onas. Drwlti
TfnlnJl'ti
hikI Kmop. un citi.
ímiio-- í on EAt-rDKPAKTMKNT A
SAVINii
.
I 'Intnrit pitid on timo mid anviiiM--p
We liav
fitrilitif for tniiiBHouiia
in Southwestern I 'ol, untio, NorlllweHt
hintinc
rn Nim .W'xtro ttnd Smtthiftterii Ctali.
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E. E. Mattocks, representing the Aetna
Building Association of Las Vegas, has

organized a branch at Fnrmington with
the following officers: President, W. A,
Hunter; vice president, Dr. Rosenthal;
secretary, O. S. Evans; treasurer, C. II.
McIIenry; attorney, E. S. Whitehead;
agent, M 8R Lillian Markley. Board of
appraisers, W. E. Ross, Gio. K. Griffin
B. A. Gambill, S. E. Murphy.
The reBult of the analysis of soma
sugar beets recoutly forwarded by Probate Clerk Safford for J. R. Williams
and Wm. Gillam, has been roceired from
the territorial agricultural college at
Las Cruces. The best result obtained
from the collection showed the percentage of sugar in tho juice of 18 0, and of
purity, 70 6. This is an excellent show
ing, but still better results are expected
from samples soon to be sent.
A party of homeseekort from Memphip,
Mo., headed by Dr. J. J. Risk and includ
ing his family, Newton Cone and family
and the Messrs. Poolo and families, arrived in Az'ec Sunday hist via Duiaugo.
They are well to do, industrious people
and will receive a hearty welcome f re m
our citizens. Dr. Ritk was in the county
iast spring Hna it wns through his energetic labors among his acquaintances in
MiHsouri that the party was organized.
He reports many more people from his
section en route to Sun Juan county or
contemplating a removal here.
Omluty Truuourai Mftlrvey atin't
a thing this week but levy on a road
wagon cwued by tho Springer Sewing
Machine company. The company owed
come taxeu and when the agent came
into Aztec Tuesday "Mac" tackled him
for payment of the amount, but the itinerant representative was reluctaut, even
obstinate, and so the treasurer gave the
eheiitf the word to "enter into and be in
possession" of the vehicle, which that
worthy did immediately and without
delay. Might as well dig up, if McIIenry
gets his delinquent tax eye on you.
A roadway through the northern end
of Peter Knickerbocker's laud adjoining
town hBs been established by the purchase of a twenty foot utrip, O. W. McCoy being the purchaser and throwing
the road open for public convenience.
This makes a clear road through to and
joining the ruaiu road near the Center
Point school house, passing the ranchea
of Piiiu Walters, II. M. Sharp and
others. This highway has bceu greatly
nooded and will alford pmiple coming in
from tho north a better view of tho valley
and of the many tine rauchea in this
locality.
Our toAnsman, J. II. Austin, this
week received the eud tidings of the
death of his mother, Mrs, Jane M.
Austin, at Nevada, Mo. She had undergone a long illutsa and died at the advanced age of 77. Sho was born at the
Harmony mission in Bates county, Mo.,
a mission established in 1821 by eastern
,
churches to work among tho Osage
Mr, Austin's parents on both sides
were among the founders of the minsion
At thut time there was no white settlement nearer than Boouville, Mo., 12Ó
miles northeast. Of the family, there
are one brother and fivo sisters of Mr.
Austin vet alive.
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Jumes A. Lunghien and Thomas Ar
rington, Jr., weie in town Wednesday
eight, returning fiom Durango. Mi
Luughrrn has traded his livery stulile
at Faimington tj put ties from Utah.
vThe placers i.ti the Sail Ju.ni ure beii g
wuikod ly a couple of prospector, l o
propob to bink a tthuf t in the river to
atnkethn giavel bed. J.iUn Hardy o
cited the plm eis about a month a".
tompauy
The Ixjwer Animan Dib-of olllceis In
held its annual
Joe Howe was elst
A .lee MiMiduy.
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Riley Williams' of Aytec vas in .'ester- day with a load of poi lr hikI honey. Ho'
found the market nil riht.
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Graíjvílle Pendleton,
Lawyer and Real Lsfato Agent,

i

From llio putftiiiio

E. 1. Nhuip, who bun been with;
St uhhn
J all w sy foi (ionio moot hi, ha t
associated hiniMi'if w it h W E.Carver of
Denver and will
ii,.o tie saw mill'
business at Lo-t- ( 'anon, ton milep this
Kitlr eif Dolorej. '1 n loi.Tm already on
the grouml and w ill be s t up and in1
running order as soon n n ear t f horses
arrive from Denver, l'he mill ia located
adjacent to a tine belt ot timber an ! is1
there is a Oig deniand for lumbi r Mestrs.
Sharp and Carver wnl no doubt lind
ready Hale for tlielr produ :t.

Pianos and Organs, Cooks,
Stationery, Wall Paper
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Tho quarterly report, o' the territorial
auditor contains figures that are quito
flattering to San Juan county and reflect
credit on t lie present coa i1! y aiiminist ration. Tho receipts from the various
county collectors are given and in the
list of eighteen counties .Man Juan
stands sixth, though in I'tpulatinn and
BHseptied valuation it ip Mining the lowest. Prompt collections and prompt
remittances brirg about thin state of
affairs.

That rizona wan hi !;'. hood aa badly
as anybody is indicated t v a reeent dispatch from Phoenix, sawi.g: "An enthusiastic muss meeting was held here
to start a movement to secure statehood
from tho present session of congress.
Prominent men from ad pails of Arizona
took part. Governor M ui jit. y wne elected
chairman of a committee of thirty
which will go to Washington early in
January to advocate statehood."

GRAN VILLI" PKNDLKTOX,

DURANGO, COLO.
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Olllro Ilank HuiUtin,

CLOSING OUT SALE

&

Wall Paper

Of Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Silverware,
Spectacles, Etc., including Store Fixtures, at

Co.

CHAS. TUCKER

Wall Taper, Paints
and Glass.

Ii.

Sale to continuo until poodt arn disposed of. Every articlo sold guaranteed (is
represented or money refunded. Call and sea us. Thanking you for your patron
iie wo are Yours respectfully
'
CHAS. TUCKER '& SON, Durango, Colo.

'TTT7TYTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

Contractor and

Iiitefipy

Builder

.

.

THE DRUG STORE

.

and Pinna Furnlsliod for Builclinfrs
of all kindit.
Woodwork of all kinds Turned Out on Short
Estimate-

(SucccBsors

to Elliott Lumber Co.!

SON.

&

HOLIDAY and BIRTHDAY PRESENTS

mm mm
Whliford

15.

Clocks,

Our entire stock is to be closed out we are goino; to leave Durango.
Now is the time to save money on your

DURANGO, COLO.

mm

Mexico.
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(ioodmaii

Paint
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Durango

11';;,:

School Books

A

Christinas Goods Galore

!

Notice.

Will have a splendid display of Toys for the boys, Dolls for
the girls and useful articles for the
older people.

Shop South of Livery Stable,

DEALERS IN

AZTEC N. M.

Lumber, Shingles,,
Sash, Doors, Etc.

riMw.

A magnificent lot of the' most toothsome Xmas candies
ever made a boy's mouth water.

,1
Livery, Feed
"Sale Stables.

Farmington, N.

Yards and office, foot of Ninth St.,

Durango, Colo.

and

SALOON

Wines,

Denier in

.Wlien you need nny

,

s

ANYTHING

Good Billiard

TaMcs

at

lowtut prices.

FIELDS

N. M.

Azk Meat Maiíit

General Merchandise,
LARGO,
NEW MEXICO.

A. M. HUBBARD, Prop.

JAQUEZ & MARES,

Fresh Meats, Beef, Pork and Mutton
Always on hand. Vegetables in
Their Season.
,
Will buy dry
Durango prices

SALOOr,

Jaques Ranch, LARGO.

X

Iturial rmliet8

nil liimil

Shop South of

anl

m.i It' to

Llvierv StAble,

0O0DS, OllOCERIES, CLOTHING,
BOOTS AND 8UOES, ETt!.

TRIAL SOLICITED.

;

Watchmaker
and Jeweler.

m

Work t tU tht'oflirnof Tun J nukx w ilM
sent uiitl ret ui'iioti ity t.'X're a In c,

KXN'U.

Ttiums fffl Htul ttikiu euro of.
XraiiHtiMit

ciihiiii

'A xli--
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- BARBER

DAI.TON,
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but a
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po whim yon want u buth, a
or anj !!iíiih iu thu
lit. WllH. 1 ll rl
clans v urk.

BUCK'S
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lOUbtM
vS.

3
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!

ito.l.

ii

Ul'tliblli'd

k.'iwii rcuDiiablo,

W.

a:5(?k

On the necessities
of life to spend
on its pleasures.
Fuel is a necessity,

-

SHOP

I

1

SAVE
MONEY

New Mexico,

4Oa
M

y

AZTEC

Home Hotel. Frank Cmilia's
A'TKC, NKW

I.

LARGE STOCK OF NEW GOODS
JUST RECEIVED.

0. S. Evans
Farmlnaton,

C

Valr

Will ilo iu Aztne on tiio )iiat 1'liurrtil.ty in
each month.

.

The fourteenth annual meeting of the
Educational Association of New Mexico
will he held in the high school room and
court house at Santa Fe, December 27,
2S and 2'J. An interesting program has
been prepared.

IK

X)RY

oiiJit od

Aüti.o, N. M.

Oealers In

9

2

luiuiíAoiurí AniJ EuikitR.

tihtirt untien.

SHARP.

SHARP

General Merchandise

FRANK REVELL,

Kf.pt in Stock: Tables. Cupboards,
Writing desks, Kitchen cabinets, Spice
cabinets, etc.

&

beef-hidos-

a

furninhed for nil kinds of
buildings .. . . .

JOH

AZTEC, NEW MEXICO.

Juan A Jaquez & Bro.

Estimates

new unil fresh at. tho lowest price

MONROE FIELDS.

J. D. FINLEY, Proprietor.
Aztec,

Keeps

Aztec, Hew Mexico

v..

sno

.

Can't be beat.
Also, SHOE REPAIRING

anj

.....

I OTP
All goods

Our $35 oncord Harness

-

Courteous Treatment
When la the city call

NAVA.rO Ii LANK

FOR THE HORSE.

IN STOCK.

LWHYJi

ft,...

JL1.

Full Line of Fresh Groceries, Boots and Shoes.
on hand Baled Hay, Feed, Etc.

A

...

JUSAIXJI

GENERAL MERCHANDISE.

and Harness. RaJdles. Sweat.

Li'-ir-

VII

T. GREEN
Pads. Collars,

7?

V

VSI

J.
,

BEST

Proprietor.

-

FRANK B. ALLEN, Proprietor,

Inr Zz'xs&

Oiftr

-

M.

TRY.

ARCADE

A. VILLMAN,

that

Stock given every attention.
Hay and Grain for Sale.

THE

The

For Sale.

y

1 "

t

Ftiinjícd ItistnitiK nts ainl
Strings a Specialty.

I

to got your

I wish to bvll my household effects
in Aztec at once. Will Bell cheap for
Mus. C. M. Nom.K.
cash.
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DUKANUO, COLORADO.
IN

lw

Fill DAY, Dk(KMI1H

Colorado
State l$uiil
ESTABLISHED

. i i

tht

PniiliM.
(

Vice

t:d tl.
Mrrt. K. !). Sharp
children
have ntiniiril frmii l'liniigo Hud uro
visiliiig with fiicii l;! in Alee, "Dim 'ia
ariHi'uieg to co in'o Hid pa v mill huii- ,1
lll'SR ill the III II
H it I: il 1'llK IMIFX
t'.ui n to biin at Dolores
( 'li rifi! mus
dance nt Lobato' hail
Monday nighl, Dneeinber 20th. An
glint supper w ill be served. The
of the
all is now in the hands
of Bert Brown, Al. Hubbard and I'et.n
Howe, who will havo cliuii; of the
dance.
O. P. Weaver, of Knlhton.Ky., ari'Vfd
in Aztec this week and will probably
locate here. Mr. Weaver is a joung
man and a thoroughly competent civil
engineer, and as the field m largo and
tho opportunities many he will doubtless
secure remunerative results in a business

Proprietor.

STOVE

Locatud

opi.í.í-itH.m JackHun's,
JU'RANdO, COLORADO.

Will save your fuel bills, and we will save you money if you buv
the stove of us, '

1

HARDWARE AT HAIÍD TO EEAT PRICES.

S
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n Sure Cure lor Croup.
Twenty live years' constant use with
out u failure. 1 he lirst indication of
croup ih hoarseness, and in a child sub
ject to that disenso it may be taken us a
sine siu'ti of Ihe approach of an attack.
Following thin hoarseness la a pecuiiur
lough cough. If Chamberí, lin'a Cough
Remedy ia given iih booh uh the child
J
becomes hoai se, or even after the uroupy
cough appeals, II will pievent the at
lacli. It It tinml in inaey thoiisainli, ot 'J
.
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l e
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Whiskies, Brandies
Wines and Cigars
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